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Abstract

It was obtained the ions energy spectrum of plasma -low,which

emerges from the thruster, with aid of mult i-mesh probe. It was

shown,that the ion flow, eimerged from the thruster, contains the

ions of the -first ratio (their energy is approxiimately-' U) and

ions of the second ratio with energy appiroximatel y U.

Investigation of ion energy spectrum was carried out by the

method of cuLt-off potential with aid o- multi-mesh probe. It is

known, that the method of multi-mesh probe allows to obtain the

energy spectrum of charged particles. However the aim of this

work was not _only to obtain the spectrum of charged particles -

ions,but aso' to separate the ions of the first and second ratio.

For this purpose the phenomenon of recharge can be used. Since
the pressure in vacuum chamber is equal - 3E-4 mmHg, then, pla-
cing the probe sufficient ly far t-rom the thruster out-let, one

can obtain not only the ion energy spectrum,but also to separate

ions according to the charge value.
The probe contains two plane-parallel meshes and solid ion

collector behind them ( fig.1 ). The meshes were stainless-

steel, wit - cells 0 .4x0 .4mm .The distance between meshes C, and C
w-as 2cmm h, the c)l lector K was. pl aced at Em'm f+rom the mesh CZ, it
had diameter iTI 6mm and or-iresponded to inner wor-king diameter
o- the -- : be.

The rconst..ant voltage "-V wcas applied between the meshes

C, and C (fig. 2) , which w.:as :r!-,Ljh to separat-e e -lectron and

ion cu rr ent ourrmponent on t he c..ol cic:: , :: K. The analyzing vol-
tage "'v'" ( fig. )' was applied bIi.-een let!e inesh C t  and the col-
lector K. Ion currient comirng to The col' lector, was registered

i th milliamTpermeter.

Investigation of ion energy spectrumit was carried out for- thru-

ster operation mode mA = 8. mg/s, U = 350 V.

The probe was placed at z= 0.7c5 +romt the thruster outlet.The

collector ion current delay curves dependencies on voltage V

between the mesh Cj and the collector- K allowed us to obtain ion

energy spectrum of plasma flow fr-oiT the thruster (+ig.3) .In this

case V2 =--60V, and the ion current component was separated.

One may see, that the curve has two max-ima on energy.The main

:Tia- imumL crr-t-ponds to ion energy E,,, 230C ev'

The second maximum co-rresponds to ion energy Zu 420 eV,

that is, higher, than discharge voltage.The area of the second

maximum (f6,a, 420eV) is 12% of the main energy maximum (6jea
S30eV) area.This fact says,that the ion flow, which emerges from

the thruster, contains the ions of the first ratio (their energy

is appr-o::i matcely" Ug) and ions o:) the second ratio with energy

appro ximately .. Ud.
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Fig.l.The design of three-I electrode probe:
C, the first mnesh;j j

-. the second mesh;

t the collector.IP3.V

U Fig.2.Electric circuit Of

Un ~three-electrode probe.
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I Fig.3.The 4-on flow energy spectrum.




